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Abstract

VisuAlgo was first conceptualized by Dr. Steven Halim as a self-paced studying tool for his students to better understand data structures and algorithms. Dr. Steven has led a team of students from NUS School of Computing to implement a series of intuitive visualization and animation, from simple sorting algorithms to complex graph data structures.¹ I am privileged to become one of the developers to further build and promote VisuAlgo. My UROP can be divided into two phases but with one grand theme: using all my research on modern search engines to make a working webpage takes advantages of all of those. During the first phase, I studied about modern search engines’ features and working mechanisms. Then I need to use my research results to promote VisuAlgo’s page ranking for English searching queries. Subsequently, we targeted on internationalizing VisuAlgo to promote its page ranking for searching queries in other languages. Hence, it is critical for us to find a way to translate the whole website in a sustainable and user-friendly way. This leads to my second phase of research. Before I started phase two, I also individually worked on a development case for VisuAlgo to master its back-end structure. And finally, thanks to our united effort, the project is completed successfully beyond our expectations.

Subject Descriptors:²

B.2.4 Algorithms
D.1.7 Visual Programming
D.2.5 Testing and Debugging
D.2.7 Distribution, Maintenance and Enhancement
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Implementation Software:
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Implementation Language:
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1 Introduction

1.1 VisuAlgo’s Front-End and Back-End

My search engine optimizations research is especially tailored to the website VisuAlgo, “which was conceptualized in 2011 by Dr. Steven Halim as a tool to help his students better understand data structures and algorithms, by allowing them to learn the basics on their own and at their own pace.”\(^1\) Moreover, VisuAlgo contains many advanced algorithms that are discussed in Dr. Steven Halim’s book (Competitive Programming 3).\(^2\) Currently, there is an average about 2000 sessions per day by visitors from all over the world.\(^3\) As a creative online studying tool, “VisuAlgo is specifically designed for NUS students who are taking various data structures and algorithm classes (e.g. CS1010, CS1020, CS2010, CS2020, CS3230, and CS3233).” Worth mentioning, VisuAlgo is an ongoing project, which means that it is continuously enhancing and extending its features as well as functions to make it possible for more data structures and algorithms to be visualized.

After an introduction of VisuAlgo, I would like to move on to elaborate its front-end. The home page of VisuAlgo presents all the available animations of the data structures and algorithms, including sorting, bitmask, linked list, stack, queue, hash table, binary heap, binary search tree, AVL tree, graph data structures, union-find disjoint sets, segment tree, binary indexed tree, generic recursion tree/DAG, graph traversal, minimum spanning tree, single-source shortest paths, network flow, graph matching, suffix tree, suffix array, (computational) geometry and Floyd’s cycle finding. Each of the data structures and algorithms I mentioned serves as a searching query I used initially to do page ranking experiments, which will be explained in detail later. Within each animation box, the user can choose either exploration mode to play with the data structure or get to know more under the tutorial mode. Moreover, the current home page has 11 foreign language versions, namely English, Chinese, Russian, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean, Thai, Vietnamese, Bengali, Dutch and German. Besides teaching mode, there is a part that facilitates online testing which is currently only accessible to specific users who are taking the related modules. However, the training section is available to every visitor of the website and it offers plenty of practice.

---

Thanks to Dr. Steven’s clear guidance and explanation, I managed to implement the visualization of Floyd’s Cycle Finding algorithm. During this development experience, I got an insight into VisuAlgo’s back-end, which is of vital importance to the final internationalization phase. As I mentioned above, currently only the home page, is available in 11 foreign languages. At the original stage, our method was to use one index.html root file based in English and use JavaScript file to detect user browser’s default language settings so that to invoke corresponding language page written in JavaScript. However, this method only enables the content within the <title></title> to be indexed by Google since Google usually does not crawl the content within the JavaScript page. The browser can execute JavaScript and produce content on the fly - the crawler cannot. However, only if the crawler finds your content, it can become searchable. Hence, a restructure of the code is badly needed. And after our one semester’s work, we managed it. The English version is kept as the index.html as the home page and all the other 10 translated pages will be redirected from this index.html and display the html page within which the translations are hard coded in html. In this way, we make it possible for the search results for queries in languages other English can also hit the top. However, the issue is still not completely solved since hard coding makes it extremely tedious for further maintenance and extension. The overhead is too high for every update since we need to have human resource understanding all the 11 languages to update each every time. The Google translation cannot be directly used here since most of the times the translations are too robotic and hard to read. And the translation of the dynamic contents regarding animations, online testing and randomly generated tutorial questions cannot be hard coded. Hence, we need to think of a well-rounded method to solve this internationalization issue, which will be explained in the following paper.

In addition to the home page file directory, I would also like to introduce the back-end of the implementation of the animation and visualization. Thanks to Dr. Steven and previous developers, VisuAlgo has a well-defined and powerful graph library programmed in JavaScript files that define all the useful constants and functions. Within this library, all the basic drawing elements used for complex animations are defined properly, such as the node and the edge. Then for each every of the available data structures and algorithms, there will be a specific XWidget.js relating to the individual X.html (for example, X could be list) which

controls the animations of each operations as well as the display of status and pseudo codes. Besides common CSS files that define the visualization area, there is a specific set of CSS files corresponding to each of the data structure or algorithm.

It is extremely beneficial for my project and future studies with knowledge of the back-end implementation of VisuAlgo. The whole project would focus on extending and optimizing current status of VisuAlgo.
1.2 Project Description

The title of this project is “Search Engine Optimizations for VisuAlgo”. As given in the description in the UROP project admin, “A search engine is a type of computer software used to search data in the form of text or a database for specified information. Search engines normally consist of spiders which roam the web searching for links and keywords. The project is to investigate modern search engine technologies like Google Page Rank.”

As mentioned previously, my work under Dr. Steven can be divided into two main phases. For the first phase, I would do research on the working mechanisms of some main modern search engines, such as Google, Yahoo, Bing and Baidu, and experiment with my research results to raise the page ranking of VisuAlgo given various searching queries. For the second phase, this part is more technical involving the implementation of the internationalization of VisuAlgo with a version that is easy for future maintain and extension. Between these two parts, it is very insightful of Dr. Steven to delegate me a visualization development job on VisuAlgo which makes me have a deeper understanding of the implementation and back-end structure of VisuAlgo.

I would also like to explain this project from another perspective. We started from the original status: we had a 6\textsuperscript{th} to 8\textsuperscript{th} ranking for tailored searching queries like “visualizing data structures and algorithms through animation” (content within the &lt;title&gt;&lt;/title&gt;tab), lower than 5 pages or none ranking for more generic searching queries like “sorting animation” or “bitmask visualization”, let alone other foreign languages whose results are even worse. Yes, we were intended to hit the top for all the relevant searching queries and in all 11 languages. And the exciting part of this project is that we hit the top! However, we have a more ambitious target status: we want to make the whole website internationalized and also sustainable for future maintenance and extension. And, we eventually made that possible. The following paper will explain how this is done in detail.

---
2 Study of Modern Search Engines

2.1 The use of Modern Search Engines

We initially chose those popular search engines, namely Google, Bing, and Baidu as our target research subjects. Then, I started with a learning of their most-updated search functions. Even though, search engines to most people may just serve as a result fetcher of their search queries, the discoveries of modern search engines’ new technologies was amazing. I noticed that the idea of simply matching keywords is not appreciated anymore. Instead, modern search engines are endeavoring on understanding why people are searching the queries and guess what they want. 1 The knowledge graph is the most updated technology used to fulfill this ambition. 2 For example, if we search “Da Vinci”, we can observe there is a panel appears on the right of the search result page offering information on artists from the same era or similar style and even more portraits on Culture Renaissance. The panel offering all the potential and related options is called a knowledge graph. This state-of-the-art technology has been used by both leading companies: Google and Baidu, which is declared as a revolutionary improvement. Instead of simply giving out the searching result, this feature tries to lead users to explore their search with insights based on the most popular questions other users ask related to this topic. In other words, these search engines are no longer satisfied with simply answering users’ single questions. They want to lead users search so that a single query is turned into a list of them.

Moreover, it is worth mentioning that both Google and Baidu have made the search easier by showing results as you type. 3 By predicting the search queries before the user finished typing, the user can stop typing as soon as the user sees what he or she needs in the bar, which definitely makes searching more user-friendly and time-saving. Google calls it “Google Instant”. 4 There are still a lot of other features such as image search, voice search, real-time result synchronization and so on and so forth. 5 The study of the functions of modern search engines gives me an updated idea on what are the core values of current searching technology and also let me think about how to align my research approach with it.

---

2.2 Modern Search Engines’ Working Mechanism

After the learning of searching features, I went one level deeper. I did an in-depth research on the search algorithm and page-ranking algorithm used by different search engines. Since the page-ranking algorithm is the top secret for those search engine companies, I read many books and online blogs to get a view. And, more importantly, I also tested out and re-concluded those unofficial conclusions by doing many experiments on my own website. I will explain this in the following section.

First, I need to understand how does a modern search engine work, in other words, how is search done from algorithm to answers. Take Google as an iconic example, “search starts with the web. It is made up of 60 trillion individual pages. And it is constantly growing.” However, when we are visiting websites, we do not visit pages individual by individual. Instead, we follow the links created by the site owners from page to page. Similarly, this is how crawler navigates the web. The most well known crawler is called “Googlebot” that is used by Google. Crawlers go from link to link, copy the data on the webpages, generate a HTML snapshot and send back to back-end servers. In addition, crawlers will pay special attention to new sites, changes to existing sites and dead links. They work quite frequently so that new sites can be indexed as soon as possible.

After crawling, the millions of gigabytes data is kept track by indexing. Considering the huge amount of data, the crawled pages should be gathered and organized in a central system that creates an index for future looking up. As a result, when we search, Google’s algorithms look up your search terms in the index to find the appropriate pages. The search process gets much more complex from here. Advanced algorithms are required to first understand and then search efficiently for what we want, which involves query understanding, autocomplete, spelling checking, synonyms and so on.

Then, after all the related results are filtered at the back-end, the search engine needs to do a page ranking, which is one of the core topic of my project. According to Google, it uses over 200 factors to weigh a page such as freshness, safety, user context, site and page quality and so on. However, Google never release what exactly are these 200 factors and

how they are weighed. Thus, I did a lot of experiments with my own website and also tried it on VisuAlgo with the help of Dr. Steven as well on both Google and Baidu.

We are confident with our site and page quality and safety. So we focused on other factors. We first refactored our code to be more crawler-friendly by including more potential searching query information within the html files. Later, I found the importance of secondary page links. To be more specific, the more secondary page links we have, the higher our pages would likely be ranked. So we started from 3 languages, namely English, Indonesian and Chinese. We wrote Facebook posts recommending our websites and other localized forum posts. The post on renren has been shared by 511 times so far since the issued date on 1st Oct, and has reached a view time of 2250, which makes this post came out to be the first when we search the related queries on Baidu. In this sense, we hope that by redirecting, we direct more and more volume of clicks to our website and as a result, make it a primary link to our website by long-term accumulation. And we finally made it. Our website ranking arose fast beyond expectations. The experiment turned out a success. Subsequently, this method is applied to other 8 languages as well. Below is a chart comparing the page rank of our site between the original and now. (form: previous/now, based on Google, timestamp: 07/04/2015, 20:00pm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>&lt;title&gt; content Search Rank</th>
<th>Data Structure Visualization Rank</th>
<th>Data Structure Animation Rank</th>
<th>Algorithm Visualization Rank</th>
<th>Algorithm Animation Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>6th / 1st</td>
<td>p.g 2, 6th / 3rd</td>
<td>None/ 1st</td>
<td>None/ 1st</td>
<td>None/ 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>p.g 2, 6th / 1st</td>
<td>None / 10th</td>
<td>None / p.g 2, 7th</td>
<td>None / p.g 2, 3rd</td>
<td>None / 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesian</td>
<td>None / 1st</td>
<td>None / 2nd</td>
<td>None / 2nd</td>
<td>None / 5th</td>
<td>None / 5th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trying more generic searching queries on Google in Chinese:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese Terms</th>
<th>Bitmask Visualization Rank</th>
<th>AVL Tree Visualization Rank</th>
<th>Graph Data Structure Visual Rank</th>
<th>Segment Tree Visualization Rank</th>
<th>MST Visualization Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>None / 4th</td>
<td>None / 6th</td>
<td>None / p.g.2, 4th</td>
<td>None / 1st</td>
<td>None / 10th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese Terms</th>
<th>Bitmask Animation Rank</th>
<th>AVL Tree Animation Rank</th>
<th>Graph Data Structure Anim. Rank</th>
<th>Segment Tree Animation Rank</th>
<th>MST Animation Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>None / 1st</td>
<td>None / 2nd</td>
<td>None / 1st</td>
<td>None / 1st</td>
<td>None / 4th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
During the experiment, I also noticed one confusing major mechanism difference between Baidu and Google. Baidu gives secondary link like blogs, forum posts a much higher rank than the primary link of the original website. This may sound not that logical, but it is the “truth” underlying Baidu we found after hundreds of search experiments. However, Google focuses more on primary links. This difference leads us to adjust our strategies for different search engines. And in my own opinion, this difference may due to the searching habits of different user groups since Baidu mainly focuses on Chinese searching. Chinese users may want to read more posts other than looking for the original website. Or probably, this may also be where their distance from Google lies in.
2.3 Modern Search Engine Optimization

During my research, I also covered the topic of search engine optimization, where blag-hat as well as white-hat techniques are discussed. Blag-hat techniques attempt to improve rankings in ways that are disapproved by the search engines, or involve deception. One blag-hat technique uses text that is hidden, either as text colored similar to the background, in an invisible division, or positioned off screen. Another method gives a different page depending on whether the page is being requested by a human visitor or a search engine, a technique known as cloaking. More specifically like, page stuffing that uses a lot of duplicates. Selling and farming links are also popular. A link farm is a collection of web pages that all interlink with one another in order to increase each page’s rank. When search engines detect a link selling scheme or link farm, they flag all involved sites.

However, for white-hat techniques, the crawlers read Web pages and index them according to the terms that show up often and in important sections of the page. Title, headers should definitely use the keywords and try to mention it though out the web page but not too many times otherwise will be categorized as keyword stuffing which is a blag-hat technique. Moreover to determine the quality of a web page, most automated search engines use link analysis, which means the search engine looks to see how many other web pages link to the page in question. It will help raise the page ranking by exchanging links with other related websites.
3 Development Case of VisuAlgo: Floyd’s Cycle Finding Algorithm

3.1 Methodology

For VisuAlgo, we do not have a step-by-step developer manual. Hence, the requirement for me is to develop and code by learning and deducing from current code and graph library. Frankly speaking, my knowledge in front-end web development using HTML and JavaScript was elementary level. It was a great challenge for me to do the self-learning by reading thousands of links of code from multiple developers with different programming style and write out my own. Many of the time, I was so desperate to give up. However, thanks to Dr. Steven for willing to offer me consultations to lead me out of my frustration. He suggested me choosing a data structure with similar drawing elements like linked list as my starting point. I cracked the code function by function to see what change will my modification lead to and summarize what I want. I finally found out the pattern and complete the programming. I would like to conclude this methodology as read-ask-and-crack.

Another method I used a lot is divide-and-conquer. I used to hear this mentioned much from the textbook. However, this time makes me understand deeply how important this method is especially for a not small program. Thanks to Dr. Steven by helping me to define a clear working scope for each time segment and divide the big challenge into smaller parts which I could solve each at a time. And naturally the issue was solved completely in the end.

[The current link of this website is: http://visualgo.net/cyclefinding.html]

3.2 Program Design

Thanks to Dr. Steven who has given me plenty of freedom of designing this Floyd’s Cycle Finding page. I got much chance to transform what I understood from paper to animated visualizations, which is very exciting. For the operation panel, I designed a create operation that allows both random create and user defined create. After many experiments, I observed that the rho shape of the function \( f(x) = (x^2 - 1) \mod 1 \) where mod is optimally being a prime number is the best. Hence, I suggested using this function to generate random rho for demonstration. And for user defined, we would also like to include those one-degree polynomials. Hence, I thought of the way using the form of \( f(x) = (ax^2 + bx + c) \mod \), where a, b, c are coefficient ranging from [-999 to 999] as long as the page can hold the picture. In this way, a or b could be zero to control the degree of the polynomial functions.

---

3.3 Implementation

My implementation phase was painful but fruitful. I would like to conclude this phase with several difficulties I met and how I solved.

• How is the visualization triggered and animation drawn?

I spent days and hours reading and understanding the code from previous developers, trying to find the clue. I hesitated whether I should modify a template or start from scratch. With my elementary level of web-development knowledge, how to understand the flow of the code? I am not smart. I programmed, failed, programmed, failed, failed and failed. However, what I have learnt from the failure makes them worth failing.

The below flow chart illustrates well how the visualization is realized.

![Flow Chart](chart.png)

- User clicks create random or user defined
  - triggers either function random() or function userDefined()
- html file calls function within JavaScript file for dynamic effects
  - triggers.js function with floydWidget.generateRandom() or floydWidget.generateUserDefined()
- js file calculate all the nodes stored in a list and calculate their positions
  - function init() generates the list of nodes and function recalculatePosition() calculates the coordinates of the nodes to form shape rho.
- js file animate the Floyd cycle finding process with tortoise and hare
  - function createState() creates state of the animation. FloydFind() displays state by state with dynamic status and pseudo codes.

• Two parents for one node?

For the starting point of the cycle in rho, there will be two edges pointing to it. Then how to define its parent-child relationship for the edge drawing?

I originally wanted to modify the node object by having two parent attributes, parent1 and parent2. However, I found it not reasonable since I need to modify the whole library because of one node. There must be other solutions. I observed that the edge numbers used are natural numbers corresponding to the increase of nodes. Hence, I solved the problem by using a unique negative edge number (-1) representing the edge from the one node before the code starting to the starting node. The cycle starting node’s parent is hence defined as the “ending node” of the cycle.

---

1 Please refer to the attached code folder named VisuAlgo_FloydCycle.
• **How to draw the rho shape?**

As explained previously, after the init() function initiate all the nodes generated for the cycle. It is the recalculatePosition() function that calculates out the x and y coordinates of each every nodes and positions them on the canvas. Below are snapshots some of very first “rho” I drew:

![Snapshots of rho shapes](image1)

It can be seen from above, I could not position the tail of the circle in the end only can draw a regular polygon instead of a rho. And the position of the tail in the second graph is also wrong, since the tail of the rho should be on its left.

I solved this difficulty by thinking from the opposite. I start from positioning the circle to draw the regular polygon first. I experimented many times to find a proper center point for the canvas. Then, I calculated out the proper radius catering to different number of nodes in the cycle. Then I deducted the formula of the coordinates of the vertexes of a regular polygon from a given center point. I used the \((center\_x - radius, center\_y)\) as the coordinate of the last point of the tail and draw the tail with a around 35 degree slop backwards. And below are the rho shapes now:

![Snapshots of corrected rho shapes](image2)

• **Animating two nodes at the same time?**

Unlike the linked list templates I chose, the animation of Floyd’s Cycle requires showing the animating of two vertexes at the same time, namely the tortoise and hare in the Floyd’s cycle finding algorithm. I spent a lot of time coding out the FloydFind() function that
implements the animation of the graph as well as generating dynamic status and pseudo code.

Based on my observation of the previous animation algorithm, I noticed the primary elements that underlies the animation is the each every state created by the createState() function. Hence, instead of the previous:

```plaintext
createState (internalListObject, vertexTravesed, edgeTraversed)
```

I changed it to:

```plaintext
createState (internalListObject, tortoiseTraversed, hareTraversed, edgeTraversed)
```

Each state will simultaneously keep track of two set of vertex respectively, which enables the current animation we see.

3.4 Case Summary

In conclusion, the Floyd’s Cycle finding features is online used for demonstrations. It may still need further testing and enhancements. Thanks to Dr. Steven, further samples have also been added corresponding to his book competitive programming 3. I am quite proud with my calculation to draw the rho. I think the shape of rho is properly drawn from an aesthetic standard. For the animation part, I do sincerely appreciate Dr. Steven who has optimized based on my version and made it nearly perfect.

One of my regret on this project is that I did not have enough time to refactor my code so that makes it more abstractive and neat. This is an invaluable experience for me to keep in my mind the importance of readability the program. Moreover, if I could have a chance to improve the program more, I would have chosen test-driven development¹ as my initial programming methodology, which means that I will design the test cases while develop the functions. In this case, I think the time spent on afterwards test phases will be shortened and the program will also be more robust.

4 Internationalization Implementation

4.1 Study of Google Translate API & Web Translator

Google Translate has become more and more powerful these years. Its huge language database makes it possible to translate freely among hundreds of languages. However, due to its robotic translation property, some sentences especially long sentences’ translations do not make sense. So how can I take advantage of its merits and avoid the demerits?

I first experimented with the web services offered by Google Translate called “Google Web Translator”. I was lucky to become one of its last batch of users. It is a pity that this free website service will not be available after 16\textsuperscript{th} March 2015.\footnote{Website Translator. 2015. \url{https://translate.google.com/manager/website/suggestions} (Accessed 05/04/2015).} This service is easy to use. When user submit their website domain, it will automatically generate a piece of unique code for your website. You can insert the piece of code before the \textless head\textgreater tag of your html file. Then there will appear a language selection dropdown menu with more than hundreds of languages to be translated into. The disadvantage of this website is that it can only translate static web pages. When we intended to apply it on the animation pages, there will be no translation or a long lag because of the Google translate server is waiting for a static HTML snapshot to translate. Hence, this cannot fulfill our requirements since all our animations are dynamic.

However, I still gained one inspiration from this web service. The Google Web Translator has a feature that enables contribution. This is a great idea. Since the Google translations are so robotic to translate some sentences, it offers the visitors of the website a right to contribute to the translation of the website as they wish. The contributions submitted by the visitors will be collected and sent to the owner of the website and he could decide whether to use the contribution to replace the current translation or not. This mechanism is so brilliant that it combines both robotic translation and human wisdom in an easy way. [Illustration graph can be found below this paragraph.] I would also apply this mechanism in the internationalization of VisuAlgo which would be explain in detail in the program design part.
Moreover, I also did research on Google Translate API. This API service is pricing based on the usage. However, it offers a free trial so I managed to play with it. “Google Translate API provides a simple programmatic interface for translating an arbitrary string into any supported language.” A graph below shows its action:

Each of the translate request will generate an API request to the Google Language libraries and fetch the results dynamically. It is able to detect a language and translate it using a RESTful API, which stands for Representational State Transfer.\(^1\) The power of this API is that we can invoke the translate API using REST from JavaScript, using the callback query parameter and a callback function. Hence, in this way we will be able to translate the changing status for each animation dynamically. However, there are also some limitations of the use of this API. For example, user cannot get multiple translations at one time of a word. This feature is only available via the web Google translate interface.

As a summary of the study of this two Google translate services. I have gained much inspiration on our internationalization project. And I will endeavor to implement the combination of their merits on our website to achieve the best result.

4.2 Program Design

During the program design phase, we were facing three major issues.

---

\(^1\) Rest. 2015. [https://cloud.google.com/translate/v2/getting_started#REST](https://cloud.google.com/translate/v2/getting_started#REST) (Accessed 05/04/2015).
• **What translation mechanism should we take up?**

Based on my previous research on Google Translate API and Google Website Translator, I suggested we taking a similar but optimized translation method. We can use Google Translate API to translate the webpage once and store our translated string in the database. This translation would be robotic and even with errors.

In addition, we also enable our own contribution system for only authorized users to contribute. Their contributions will be stored in the database upon the submission. And we will also have admins for each respective language that will login to the system regularly and check the contributions. The admins can either approve the contribution or not. Once they approve the contribution will replace the original translation. Dr. Steven also emphasizes that we need to have at least 2 admins for each language in case of improper behavior of the admins. In this way, we are no longer limited to 11 languages and our translations will be sustainable with the users’ constant contributions.

• **How should we manage our database?**

As mentioned previously, the translation of the website needs to be easy for maintenance and update. Hence, the use of a database is a must.

First, the database needs to store the translations in different languages string by string. As suggested by Dr. Steven, we need a unique index for each of the string in VisuAlgo. The delegation of the indexes to strings should be segmented. In other words, we will have first 200 indexes for the home page strings. For each animation box of the data structure or algorithm, we leave 1000 indexes for each. And within this 1000-index, we further segment it for status, pseudo code, control panel and tutorial strings. The index will not be used up at one time. The remaining space is left blank for the future extension of updates. In this way, we make the system friendly for maintenance and extension.

In addition, the database should store all contributions from the users for admins’ approval. The contributions will be stored together with a foreign index being the index of the string which is unique. In this scenario, we also need to save the information of admin usernames and their corresponding passwords in our database.

4.3 **Implementation and testing**

1 Please refer to the attached code folder named VisuAlgo_Internationalization.
Technical details for implementation:

**Front-end:** JavaScript for changing translated text, calling AJAX for suggesting translations.

**Back-end:** MySQL database for hosting database. PHP for rendering web pages and serving AJAX calls.

I am taking charge of this internationalization with CP3101B team8 as a web application case for their course project. We have implemented our prototype idea into two visualizations, namely dfsbfs.html and CycleFinding.html. Below are some screenshots of our web pages.

Screenshot_1: dfsbfs.html page in English, together with 4 languages to choose.

Screenshot_2: CycleFinding.html page in Indonesian, together with 4 languages to choose.
Admin page for approving/rejecting translations from contributors:
Contributors’ page for contributions to the translation with view of their status:
## Cycle Finding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Current Translation</th>
<th>Your Translation</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1103</td>
<td>Floyd's Cycle Finding</td>
<td>结合重复的循环检测</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1103</td>
<td>Language</td>
<td>言语</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1104</td>
<td>Create</td>
<td>创建</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1105</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>随机</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1107</td>
<td>GO</td>
<td>开始</td>
<td>开始</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1108</td>
<td>About</td>
<td>大约</td>
<td>大约</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1109</td>
<td>Team</td>
<td>球队</td>
<td>球队</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1110</td>
<td>Terms of use</td>
<td>使用条款</td>
<td>使用条款</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1111</td>
<td>slow</td>
<td>慢</td>
<td>慢</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1112</td>
<td>fast</td>
<td>快</td>
<td>快</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1113</td>
<td>Given a function (switched to fix) ( f(x) =</td>
<td>某个函数需要解决的 问题 (用于测试) ( f(x) =</td>
<td>问题 (用于 测试) ( f(x) =</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Conclusions

5.1 Summary

I do not really want to write this summary part of my UROP since I do not want it to end. I have learnt so much and grown so much from this research experience under Dr. Steven’s supervision. One of the best parts of this UROP is the platform of VisuAlgo, where I could put what I have learnt and researched into practice. We can witness the changes and progress made every time after a hard work. My sincere gratitude goes to Dr. Steven for his generous guidance and expertise. I would like to summarize what I have learnt from this project from two aspects.

First, for technical skills, this UROP is a super intensive learning journey. When I first started, my knowledge in web-development was just elementary. After my developing experience with VisuAlgo, now, I am more confident with my web-development technical skills. The importance is not how much I have known but the learning method I have mastered. The knowledge learnt by practice will never fade away. Moreover, I have also learnt a lot from Dr. Steven how to do individual research. I need to search a lot, read a lot and most importantly, experiment a lot. My experiment with Google Translation API using java was a failure. He encouraged me that even though it is a failure, it is still a meaningful experiment as long as I have learnt from it. I will remember the keys on design experiments and prototypes for research theory.

Then, my soft skills are also exercised tremendously throughout this UROP. Unlike other modules, UROP emphasizes on self-learning. The time is tight and the learning bell-curve is steep. It is important to have good use of resource and a fast-learning method. Many of times, I thought I could not complete the project. I was so desperate. However, every time I still managed to solve the issue. There is no problem that cannot be solved as long as I am determined enough and willing to work hard. The attitude is of critical importance of a project. Whenever dealing with a project, I need to be responsible for it. For the second phase, I am also working within a team, my teamwork ability is further exercised.

To conclude, the experience of this UROP is invaluable. Both my technical skills and soft skills are improved greatly. I am still hoping to contribute to VisuAlgo after the completion of this project.
5.2 Limitations

As mentioned above, based on our experiments with Baidu search engine, its page ranking weighs secondary links much higher than the primary website link. Our post comes first in the searching result but not the primary source. This may require further research on Baidu.

One of the limitations for us to internationalize the online testing parts and the tutorial parts using our method will result in a short lag since currently these parts need to talk to the server asking for randomly generated questions. If we could restructure the current scheme and keep a local HTML snapshot each time of all the questions and then display one by one, the lag may be significantly reduced. There exist some restrictions when we were intended to work with the server.

5.3 Recommendations for Future Work

For future work, it would be great if the online-testing and tutorial parts’ working mechanism could be refactored with a better combination of PHP and HTML. Taking the advantage of the HTML snapshot to shorten the lag.

As the internalization of VisuAlgo is completed, we may need more work on promoting it to the computer science lovers around the world. And also make them using our tutorial features catering in their languages. Issues and new needs will emerge again as the user group becomes larger. However, we are always ready to fix the problem and satisfy new needs. As stated in the beginning, VisuAlgo is an on-going project. It will never satisfy with what has already achieved. I do sincerely hope it will help more and more computing lovers and even every single student on their data structure and algorithm learning.

VisuAlgo has an unmeasurably bright future. I had a fantastic experience contributing to it. I hope that there will be more developers joining our team to build VisuAlgo. I recommend a system developer manual can be written gradually for the ease of future developers.
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**Appendix - Program Listing**

Attached Program Packages List to the email:

Zip Folder: VisuAlgo_FloydCycle.zip

Zip Folder: VisuAlgo_Internationalization.zip